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Specialised Book Scanning Service
The ever increasing demand for digital data and online information made easily accessible with smart phones, tablets, electronic readers, pc’s makes it a good time to unlock
valuable book archives and bring them into the digital era.
Whether for Archiving, Security, Sharing, RePrinting, Publishing or for simply ease of access, Allied Images professional scanning service is equipped to capture virtually any size of
book. Our equipment can scan from the smallest to very large oversize books.
Our scanners are designed to handle books
with care ensuring they are not damaged unlike
other processes having to remove the bindings
to capture the books virtually destroying them.
Books are not stressed but held in a V shape cradle to protect the spine. minimising how far the
book has to be opened.
Pages are manually handled with care, monitoring
each page as it is turned and captured.
Captured pages can be processed and the original quality improved for example replacing a yellowing background page with white.

Books captured
from as little as
10 pence per
page.

Books can be saved in multipage pdf, tif,
ePUB and other file formats.
Prices can start from as little as 10p per
page.
We offer a very flexible and tailored service to meet your specific requirements
To test the service we’ll scan you 50
pages free into the format of your choice.
Please call or email us to discuss our service and how we can help you.
You are welcome to visit our offices.

Specialised A1 Flatbed Scanning Service
Traditionally difficult to scan Artwork can now
be easily captured as a high quality digital image using our Kurabo flatbed scanner. The
scanner doesn’t move or transport the artwork
in any manner, making it ideal for valuable artwork, rare antiquities, manuscripts etc. Data
can be saved onto various storage devices.
Ideal for securely archiving originals or for
capturing for reproduction printing.

We capture your fragile documents and
artwork with uncompromising image
quality and professional standards with
the Kurabo K-IS-A1FW flatbed colour
scanner. The Kurabo scanner features
a 24"x36" (914mm x 609mm) flatbed
scanning area, giving the flexibility to
scan just about any type of original by
simply placing it directly on the scanner
bed.
It also features advanced CCD sensor technology, ensuring picture-perfect imaging performance all the time with an optical resolution of 400 dpi, and can scan a 24”x36” size
document within 20 seconds! The Kurabo K-IS-A1FW is perfect for all imaging needs,
from textiles, fragile historical records, fine art and other delicate originals. The Kurabo
scanner can capture a wide variety of documents and objects fast, accurately and efficiently
Call or contact Allied Images to enquire about all of our scanning services.
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